
The login you love

The New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement (NJDGE) is requiring 
Strong Authentication, two-factor or multi-factor authentication (2FA) for 
access to sites for betting. 

You’re going to have to implement strong authentication and have your 
users login after a 15 minute break. So your security tech needs to be 
QUICK, EASY and SUCCESSFUL.

How do you provide security without added friction?

The Challenge How MIRACL can help 
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MIRACL speeds things up: it is 5x  
faster than passwords, 10x faster  
than authentication apps and 15x  
faster than one-time passwords.

MIRACL’s password-free login  
makes access frictionless.  

The result: Less site abandonment,  
more profit. 

Our cryptographic technology  
means that user info stays  
with users, so they don’t  

need backup codes.

Our prices are one-tenth of  
the cost of other Multi-Factor 

Authentication options, with no  
hardware necessary.

2FA takes time to set up and extra 
time to log in. It takes too long and is 

disruptive to users.

Gamblers will have to re-authenticate 
every two weeks. There is a continuous 

risk they will abandon the game because 
of all the hassle. 

Gamblers could lose  
2FA backup codes.  

Integrating the new 2FA rule into your 
gaming business is expensive. 
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The login you love

Single-Step MFA 

Say goodbye to clunky authenticator apps and SMS. MIRACL enables 
single-step MFA, with a two-second pin-only login process. That means 
a quick and simple user experience - you don’t need a second device at 
hand so 99.9% of login attempts are successful.

Highly secure, password-free login in just two seconds. The fastest way  
to improve UX, decrease costs and win lost revenue.

MIRACL Trust is software-based and API-enabled to 
work from any device or browser. This means a quick 
and seamless integration with your IT platform. 

MIRACL Trust does not hold personal data, 
passwords or PINs, so it’s fully resistant to all 
remote attacks - with zero security vulnerabilities.




